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Important Disclosure Information is contained on the last page of this report.   
The recipient of this report is directed to read these disclosures. 

 

Danger Zone: Incentivizing Executives with Adjusted EBITDA 
Check out this week’s Danger Zone interview with Chuck Jaffe of Money Life. 

In recent weeks, we’ve shown how investors who use traditional valuation metrics like price-to-book and price-to-
earnings are led to buy low-quality, overvalued stocks. These aren’t the only problematic metrics though. 
EBITDA, and its more troublesome derivative, adjusted EBITDA, can be even more damaging to an investor’s 
search for quality stocks.  

Both of these companies highlight their adjusted EBITDA growth to investors and tie executive compensation to 
the metric. However, their economic earnings, the true cash flows of the business, reveal growing losses. 
Teladoc Health (TDOC: $60/share) and Integer Holdings (ITGR: $86/share) are in the Danger Zone.  

 

 

Why Adjusted EBITDA Cannot Be Trusted  

The problems with EBITDA stem from its starting point, accounting earnings, which fail to capture the true 
profitability of a firm. EBITDA then ignores the real cost of capital needed to maintain a business through its 
removal of depreciation and amortization.  

Even worse, the calculation of adjusted EBITDA is often left entirely up to management, i.e. the same people 
whose bonuses are tied to adjusted EBITDA targets. Wouldn’t it be nice to pick and choose what gets included 
and excluded in your own performance measurement? We’ve outlined even more issues with adjusted EBITDA 
here.  

Teladoc Health (TDOC)  

Teladoc, a virtual healthcare service provider, boasts impressive revenue growth and reported its first year of 
positive adjusted EBITDA in 2018. However, when we perform real diligence to get at the true profitability of the 
firm, we find the situation isn’t as rosy as management would have investors believe.   

TDOC’s adjusted EBITDA has grown from -$47 million in 2015 to $13 million in 2018. Economic earnings have 
fallen from -$72 million to -$186 million over the same time. See Figure 1. 

 Figure 1: TDOC’s Misleading Adjusted EBITDA 
 

 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings. 
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Given the company’s rapidly declining economic earnings, it should come as no surprise that TDOC would rather 
investors focus on adjusted EBITDA. In its 4Q18 press release, TDOC noted, “We utilize Adjusted EBITDA as 
the primary measure of our performance,” which highlights the importance management places on this metric.  

However, by placing heavy emphasis on such a flawed metric, management is (1) ignoring real costs of doing 
business when presenting its results and (2) giving investors an incomplete picture of the company’s financials. 
Here are just a few of the items TDOC removes when calculating adjusted EBITDA: 

1. Stock based compensation - $44 million in 2018 (over 300% of adjusted EBITDA) 
2. Interest expense - $26 million in 2018 (Nearly 200% of adjusted EBITDA) 
3. Acquisition and integration related costs - $10 million in 2018 (77% of adjusted EBITDA) 

The adjustments above are even more alarming given that TDOC’s business model relies heavily on leverage 
and acquisitions to grow revenue. 

At its investor day in September 2018, the company noted its revenue had grown 75% compounded annually 
since 2014. However, this growth rate included a caveat; acquisitions accounted for the majority of growth. 
TDOC’s organic revenue had grown at a much slower 29% compounded annually over the same time. By 
removing acquisition and integration related costs when calculating adjusted EBITDA, management is excluding 
the costs it incurs to achieve its touted revenue growth rate.  

Exec Comp Plan Only Compounds the Issues 

The discretion taken to remove real expenses when calculating adjusted EBITDA is bad enough by itself, but it’s 
made worse when one considers (1) management’s recognition of the failings of adjusted EBITDA, and (2) 
TDOC’s executive compensation plan is tied to adjusted EBITDA targets. 

In its earnings press release, TDOC outlines the shortcomings of its adjusted EBITDA metric. Some of the 
limitations the company lists are: 

1. EBITDA and adjusted EBITDA do not reflect the significant interest expense on our debt 
2. Adjusted EBITDA does not reflect the significant acquisition and integration related costs related to 

mergers and acquisitions 
3. Adjusted EBITDA does not reflect the significant non-cash stock compensation expense which should be 

viewed as a component of recurring operating costs 
4. EBITDA and adjusted EBITDA do not reflect any expenditures for the assets being depreciated and 

amortized that often have to be replaced in the future 

Why then, if adjusted EBITDA does not reflect significant costs of running its business, does TDOC still use it as 
the primary measure of performance? For the same reason that previous Danger Zone picks such as Snap 
(SNAP), SunOpta (STKL), and Installed Building Products (IBP) did: it’s easily to manipulate, so the company 
can beat quarterly forecasts and executives can hit their bonus targets. 

In its most recent proxy statement, 20% and 10% of executives’ cash bonuses were tied to adjusted EBITDA and 
fourth quarter adjusted EBITDA respectively. 50% of cash bonuses are tied to annual revenue. TDOC’s 
compensation plan incentivizes management to grow revenue and allows them to exclude the costs of revenue 
growth. Rewarding executive’s in a such a manner can have disastrous results, as we famously saw with 
previous Danger Zone pick Valeant Pharmaceuticals.   

Ultimately, using adjusted EBITDA allows the company to present itself as profitable and lets executives keep 
earning bonuses even as they destroy shareholder value.  

Shares Are Significantly Overvalued Given the True Profitability of the Firm 

We believe that that the 22% increase in TDOC’s stock price since the beginning of the year has been driven by 
noise traders fooled by the company’s positive adjusted EBITDA. When we remove the accounting distortions 
and look at the expectations implied by the stock price, TDOC appears significantly overvalued.  

To justify its current price of $60/share, TDOC must achieve an 8% NOPAT margin (double the average of its 
peer group currently under coverage, compared to -15% in 2018) and grow revenue by 30% compounded 
annually for the next 13 years. See the math behind this dynamic DCF scenario. For reference, P&S Market 
Research, an industry research provider, estimates the entire telemedicine market will grow by 15% 
compounded annually over the next five years. In other words, TDOC must immediately and drastically improve 
margins and grow at double the industry rate for over a decade to justify its current share price.  
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Even if TDOC can cut marketing and other costs enough to achieve an 8% NOPAT margin and grow NOPAT by 
20% compounded annually (still above industry expectations) for the next decade, the stock is worth just 
$11/share today – an 82% downside. See the math behind this dynamic DCF scenario. 

Integer Holdings Corp (ITGR) 

Integer Holdings, a medical device manufacturer, reports rising adjusted EBITDA and looks undervalued by 
traditional metrics. However, as with TDOC above, economic earnings tell a different story  

In 2018, ITGR’s adjusted EBITDA grew by 11% year-over-year (YoY) while economic earnings fell from -$29 
million to -$57 million, per Figure 2. 

 Figure 2: ITGR’s Adjusted EBITDA Rises While Economic Earnings Fall 
 

 
 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings. 

When calculating its adjusted EBITDA, ITGR removes many common items, such as stock-based compensation 
($10 million in 2018 – 6% of GAAP net income) and acquisition and integration expenses (none in 2018, $11 
million in 2017). In addition, the company removes some more unique items:  

• $11 million in strategic reorganization and alignment expenses (6% of GAAP net income) 
• $3 million in manufacturing alignment to support growth expenses (2% of GAAP net income 
• $3 million in IP related litigation expenses (2% of GAAP net income) 
• Nearly $1 million in consolidation and optimization expenses (1% of GAAP net income) 

When all these items are removed, ITGR reported 2018 adjusted EBITDA of $259 million. Meanwhile, economic 
earnings were -$57 million.  

Exec Comp Plan Incentivizes Poor Capital Allocation 

Executives at ITGR have 75% of their annual performance based incentives tied to adjusted EBITDA and 25% 
tied to revenue. As with TDOC above, ITGR’s management team is incentivized to grow revenue, and through 
the heavy use of adjusted EBITDA, can remove the costs of achieving or acquiring that revenue growth. 

Instead of incentivizing executives with a metric that is directly correlated with creating shareholder value, such 
as return on invested capital (ROIC), ITGR chooses to use metrics that predominantly mislead investors and 
enrich executives.     

Significant Downside Risk in Owning ITGR 

ITGR has outperformed the market over the past two years (+50% vs. S&P +2%). However, because 2018 
earnings were inflated due to $121 million in income from discontinued operations, and management reported 
growing adjusted EBITDA, those using flawed traditional valuation metrics would believe ITGR is still a value.  

At its current price of $86/share, ITGR has a price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio of 16.7, well below the overall 
Healthcare industry average of 38.6 and the S&P 500 average of 20.1. ITGR also has an enterprise value to 
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EBITDA (EV/EBITDA) ratio of 15.3, which is well below the market cap weighted average of 22.8 for the 99 
Healthcare Equipment & Supplies firms under coverage. We’ve covered the shortcomings of EV/EBITDA here.  

ITGR may look cheap by traditional metrics, but when we analyze the cash flow expectations baked into the 
stock price, we see that ITGR is significantly overvalued.   

To justify its current price of $86/share, ITGR must maintain its 2018 NOPAT margin of 11% (highest in the 
company’s history) and grow NOPAT by 10% compounded annually for the next 12 years. See the math behind 
this dynamic DCF scenario. Such a scenario implies ITGR can grow revenue by more than double consensus 
expectations (5% in both 2019 and 2020). Furthermore, since acquiring Lake Region Medical Holdings in late 
2015, the company has grown NOPAT by just 5% compounded annually.  

Even if ITGR can maintain current NOPAT margins (11%) and grow NOPAT by 5% compounded annually for the 
next decade, the stock is worth just $39/share today – a 55% downside. See the math behind this dynamic DCF 
scenario. 

Relying on Adjusted EBITDA Has a History of Ending Badly 

Many of our most successful Danger Zone picks use or have used adjusted EBITDA as a performance metric in 
executive compensation. See Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Successful Danger Zone Picks Relying on Adjusted EBITDA 
 

 

Sources: New Constructs, LLC and company filings. 

These firms can report misleading adjusted EBITDA only for so long. Eventually, the real economics of the 
business catch up.  

There is good news though. Investors no longer have to settle for flawed valuation and profitability metrics. Our 
machine learning and Robo-Analyst technology1 helps investors get the best fundamental research2 that Wall 
Street insiders use. Our technology enables us to deliver fundamental diligence at a previously impossible scale. 
We believe this research is necessary to uncover the true profitability of a firm and make sound investment 
decisions. 

This article originally published on March 18, 2019. 

Disclosure: David Trainer, Kyle Guske II, and Sam McBride receive no compensation to write about any specific 
stock, sector, style, or theme. 

Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and StockTwits for real-time alerts on all our research.  

 

  

                                                 
1 Harvard Business School features the powerful impact of our research automation technology in the case study New Constructs: Disrupting 
Fundamental Analysis with Robo-Analysts. 
2 Ernst & Young’s recent white paper, “Getting ROIC Right”, proves the superiority of our holdings research and analytics. 
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New Constructs® - Research to Fulfill the Fiduciary Duty of Care 

Ratings & screeners on 3000 stocks, 450 ETFs and 7000 mutual funds help you make prudent 
investment decisions. 

New Constructs leverages the latest in machine learning to analyze structured and unstructured 
financial data with unrivaled speed and accuracy. The firm's forensic accounting experts work 
alongside engineers to develop proprietary NLP libraries and financial models. Our investment ratings 
are based on the best fundamental data in the business for stocks, ETFs and mutual funds. Clients 
include many of the top hedge funds, mutual funds and wealth management firms. David Trainer, the 
firm's CEO, is regularly featured in the media as a thought leader on the fiduciary duty of care, 
earnings quality, valuation and investment strategy. 

To fulfill the Duty of Care, research should be:  

1. Comprehensive - All relevant publicly-available (e.g. 10-Ks and 10-Qs) information has been 
diligently reviewed, including footnotes and the management discussion & analysis (MD&A).  

2. Un-conflicted - Clients deserve unbiased research.  

3. Transparent - Advisors should be able to show how the analysis was performed and the data 
behind it.  

4. Relevant - Empirical evidence must provide tangible, quantifiable correlation to stock, ETF or 
mutual fund performance. 

Value Investing 2.0: Diligence Matters: Technology is Key to Value Investing With Scale 

Accounting data is only the beginning of fundamental research. It must be translated into economic 
earnings to truly understand profitability and valuation. This translation requires deep analysis of 
footnotes and the MD&A, a process that our robo-analyst technology empowers us to perform for 
thousands of stocks, ETFs and mutual funds. 
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DISCLOSURES  

New Constructs®, LLC (together with any subsidiaries and/or affiliates, “New Constructs”) is an independent organization with no management 
ties to the companies it covers. None of the members of New Constructs’ management team or the management team of any New Constructs’ 
affiliate holds a seat on the Board of Directors of any of the companies New Constructs covers. New Constructs does not perform any 
investment or merchant banking functions and does not operate a trading desk.  
New Constructs’ Stock Ownership Policy prevents any of its employees or managers from engaging in Insider Trading and restricts any trading 
whereby an employee may exploit inside information regarding our stock research. In addition, employees and managers of the company are 
bound by a code of ethics that restricts them from purchasing or selling a security that they know or should have known was under consideration 
for inclusion in a New Constructs report nor may they purchase or sell a security for the first 15 days after New Constructs issues a report on 
that security. 

 

DISCLAIMERS  

The information and opinions presented in this report are provided to you for information purposes only and are not to be used or considered 
as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities or other financial instruments. New Constructs has not taken any steps to ensure 
that the securities referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor and nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, 
accounting or tax advice. This report includes general information that does not take into account your individual circumstance, financial 
situation or needs, nor does it represent a personal recommendation to you. The investments or services contained or referred to in this report 
may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about any such 
investments or investment services. 
Information and opinions presented in this report have been obtained or derived from sources believed by New Constructs to be reliable, but 
New Constructs makes no representation as to their accuracy, authority, usefulness, reliability, timeliness or completeness. New Constructs 
accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of the information presented in this report, and New Constructs makes no warranty as to results 
that may be obtained from the information presented in this report. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of 
future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. Information and opinions 
contained in this report reflect a judgment at its original date of publication by New Constructs and are subject to change without notice. New 
Constructs may have issued, and may in the future issue, other reports that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, the 
information presented in this report. Those reports reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the analysts who prepared 
them and New Constructs is under no obligation to insure that such other reports are brought to the attention of any recipient of this report.  
New Constructs’ reports are intended for distribution to its professional and institutional investor customers. Recipients who are not 
professionals or institutional investor customers of New Constructs should seek the advice of their independent financial advisor prior to making 
any investment decision or for any necessary explanation of its contents.  
This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any 
locality, state, country or jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which 
would be subject New Constructs to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.  
This report may provide the addresses of websites. Except to the extent to which the report refers to New Constructs own website material, 
New Constructs has not reviewed the linked site and takes no responsibility for the content therein. Such address or hyperlink (including 
addresses or hyperlinks to New Constructs own website material) is provided solely for your convenience and the information and content of 
the linked site do not in any way form part of this report. Accessing such websites or following such hyperlink through this report shall be at 
your own risk.  
All material in this report is the property of, and under copyright, of New Constructs. None of the contents, nor any copy of  it, may be altered in 
any way, copied, or distributed or transmitted to any other party without the prior express written consent of New Constructs. All trademarks, 
service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service marks of New Constructs. 
Copyright New Constructs, LLC 2003 through the present date. All rights reserved. 
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